
Plan for Week

New Unit – Wizards – Week 3

Lesson 1: Identify the features of an Instruction Text

Lesson 2: Plan the instructions for making a Potion

Lesson 3: Write out the instructions for making a Potion

Lesson 4: Plan an awards ceremony 

Lesson 5: Design an invitation for an awards ceremony
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Lesson Aims

• I can plan a Wizard Award Ceremony and design an invitation 

to the Ceremony.



Wizard Award Ceremony

We have explored lots of aspects of the Wizarding World over 

the past few weeks.

Finally, we are going to create a plan for an amazing Wizard 

Award Ceremony and design an invitation to the event!

Look at the video clip on the next of page (or click on the link on 

the website from Harry Potter and think about any other award 

ceremonies you may have seen on TV.

Make some notes in you book – What do they wear?  How do 

they sit (at tables? In rows? In groups?)  What food might be 

available?  Is there a stage?  Who is there?  Is there music and 

decoration?



Wizard Award Ceremony



Wizard Award Ceremony - Plan

Either use a large sheet of paper (A3) or a double page spread in 

your book and plan out and annotate (put information text boxes 

to explain your plan) your ceremony design.

Remember to include:

Seating plan; stage; what guests should wear; what food will be 

served;  is there a live band for music or a DJ; will anyone be 

performing; where do carriages drop off guests; who will take 

tickets; what time does it start/finish; what awards will there be; 

what are the prizes?

REMEMBER: IT’S A WIZARD AWARD CEREMONY SO IT 

NEEDS TO BE A BIT WACKY, EXCITING AND ODD!  


